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ABSTRACT

To support initiatives for cheaper, faster, better ground telemetry systems, the Data
Systems Technology Division (DSTD) at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center is
developing a new Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) Application Specific
Integrated Circuit (ASIC) targeted to dramatically lower the cost of telemetry frame
synchronization. This single VLSI device, known as the Parallel Integrated Frame
Synchronizer (PIFS) chip, integrates most of the functionality contained in high
density 9U VME card frame synchronizer subsystems currently in use . In 1987, a first
generation 20 Mbps VMEBus frame synchronizer based on 2.0 micron CMOS VLSI
technology was developed by Data Systems Technology Division . In 1990, this
subsystem architecture was recast using 0.8 micron ECL & GaAs VLSI to achieve
300 Mbps performance . The PIFS chip, based on 0.7 micron CMOS technology, will
provide a superset of the current VMEBus subsystem functions at rates up to 500
Mbps at approximately one-tenth current replication costs.

Functions performed by this third generation device include true and inverted 64 bit
marker correlation with programmable error tolerances, programmable frame length
and marker patterns, programmable search-check-lock-flywheel acquisition strategy,
slip detection, and CRC error detection . Acquired frames can optionally be annotated
with quality trailer and time stamp . A comprehensive set of cumulative accounting
registers are provided on-chip for data quality monitoring . Prototypes of the PIFS chip
are expected in October 1995.



This paper will describe the architecture and implementation of this new low-cost
high functionality device.
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INTRODUCTION

Frame synchronization is a fundamental process in nearly all space telemetry
acquisition systems . Because of its common usage, great savings can result through
the integration and standardization of equipment performing this function across
missions. For the last ten years, the Data Systems Technology Division (DSTD) at
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) has employed a product oriented
approach towards promoting cross-mission equipment standardization . A key part of
this approach is the application of Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) and high
density packaging technology to integrate a high performance, low cost elements that
can be replicated for use in many different space missions [1] . To date, two
generations of frame synchronization technology products have been deployed in
systems at over twenty facilities supporting a total of fifty or more spacecraft.

The DSTD's first generation frame synchronizer was developed using commercial 2.0
micron CMOS gate array technology in 1987 on a single VMEBus card [2] . The key
distinguishing characteristics of this frame synchronizer were its level of functional
integration and performance . Functions included highly programmable forward and
reverse stream synchronization at rates up to 20 Mbps, time stamping, on-board error
detection, cumulative quality accounting, and handling of NASA Communications
(NASCOM) interface formats.

The DSTD's second generation frame synchronizer was developed in 1990 for high
rate missions such as Space Station and the Earth Observing System (EOS) [3] . This
single card used the first generation architecture with higher performance VLSI
components to achieve rates of up to 300 Mbps . Components were implemented using
1.0 micron Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL) and 0.8 micron Gallium Arsenide (GaAs)
Metal Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MESFET) technologies.

An effort within the DSTD is currently under way to implement a third generation
frame synchronizer . This new component will integrate a superset of the functions
contained on previous generation card-level frame synchronizers . A by-product of this
level of integration will be extremely high performance on the order of 500 Mbps .
This new component, known as the Parallel Integrated Frame Synchronizer (PIFS)
chip, uses a parallel correlation algorithm to allow high performance in very low cost



CMOS technology . The new PIFS is expected to attain a performance versus price
advantage of fifty times previous generation frame synchronizers . Figure 1 illustrates
the targeted level of performance, replication cost, and size of the PIFS compared to
previous generation frame synchronizers.

Figure 1 - Parallel Integrated Frame Sync Chip Targeted Characteristics

FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION

Frame synchronization occurs after demodulation and bit synchronization of received
signals and is used to determine the boundaries of serially transmitted units of digital
data before subsequent protocol processing . A common method of data transmission
uses fixed length data units delimited by a prepended marker . This predetermined
pattern, known as the sync marker, allows ground equipment to recognize the
boundaries of framed data units and thereby block the data into chunks recognizable
by down-line processing elements .

The process of frame synchronization is complicated by potential errors that can occur
in space to ground communications and the often mission critical nature of spacecraft
communications . To maximize the probability of successful data delivery,
sophisticated strategies are employed to insure that frame synchronization is acquired
early and maintained throughout contact with spacecraft . One such strategy, known as
a Search-Check-Lock-Flywheel (SCLF) strategy, uses different modes of acquisition
with separately programmable tolerances . These modes initially guard against false
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synchronization and later allow more tolerance so synchronization is not easily lost
due to burst errors and temporary drop-outs.

PIFS ARCHITECTURE

The previous generation frame synchronizer architectures employed serial algorithms
to perform the bulk of synchronization functions . These algorithms minimized
implementation complexity to fit within the constrained gate count limits in semi-
custom chips of the late eighties . The PIFS chip employs an entirely parallel
architecture. This was made possible by the explosive growth of VLSI fabrication
densities in the past five years making a parallel approach cost effective . Parallel
operation allows very high performance comparable to serial GaAs and ECL
technologies in a low-cost highly integrated CMOS implementation. Using CMOS
technology overcomes several limitations of the previous approach including the high
cost of GaAs chip Non-Recurring Engineering (NRE) and component reproduction,
high power dissipation, and additional required board real-estate .

The block diagram of the PIFS chip is shown in Figure 2 . Prior to operation the PIFS
chip is configured through a 32-bit memory mapped microprocessor interface . A host
of registers need to be programmed to define the format of incoming data and the
various modes of chip operation . After setup, the chip waits until it receives an
incoming data stream from a user selected serial or parallel input port . The primary
input is a parallel asynchronous port that is designed to be directly connected to a high
speed ECL to TTL serial to parallel converter . A serial interface for low rate streams
is provided and converted to parallel for implementations minimizing external part
counts. In addition a synchronous parallel test port, as well as a port through the CPU
interface are provided to allow maximum flexibility for injecting test data.

Parallel data then enters a byte-wide pipeline that performs 64-bit true and inverted
correlation. Correlation is the process by which an incoming data stream is  compared
to a known sync mark . This comparison generally provides a level of error tolerance
that depends on the application . When a match occurs within a given error tolerance, a
potential synchronization marker is reported with the number of errors to the window
processing element . The window processing unit then determines which sync markers
actually correspond to the beginning of a frame. The number of bits between potential
markers are checked to see if it matches the expected size of received frames . If the
size is within an acceptable range, then the frame is accepted . The window also
performs the SCLF strategy and checks for bit slip errors .

The data alignment logic accepts inputs from the window processor to properly byte
align and mark incoming data . This logic also performs inversion correction. Cyclic



Figure 2 - PIFS Block Diagram

Redundancy Check (CRC)  error detection, and Bit Transition Density (BTD) decoding
(de-randomization) are performed by the CRC/BTD processing logic . Next, frames of
data are sent out to the output controller via a small on-board FIFO which allows
enough time to complete processing for status annotation . The output controller first
moves the data off-chip from the internal FIFO . It then gathers status and time code
information and sends it after the frame . A frame mark is indicated on the last byte of
data sent.

The PIFS provides a very flexible timecode scheme . The CCSDS Day Segmented
(CDS) timecode is generated internally which is 8 bytes long and has microsecond
resolution, or any user timecode, up to 16 bytes, can be appended via the external
timecode port . This external port can interface with an external timecode generator or
act as another device to any generic CPU.

Other chip functions include cumulative quality accounting, internal time code
generation, and a separate serial synchronizer for weather satellite formats . These
spacecraft require a fundamentally different form of synchronization that involves the
use of a long Pseudo-Noise (PN) code frame preamble and varying length frame and
word sizes.
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PIFS SUMMARY

• Programmable frame synchronizer for science and weather satellite formats

• Compact, low-cost implementation (160-pin quad flat pack costing ~ $500)

• High performance operation from 0 to 500 Mbps

• Implemented using commercial 0.7 micron CMOS technology
• Maskable 64-bit correlation with programmable marker and error tolerances

• Programmable Search-Check-Lock-Flywhee l strategy with optional Best Match

• Programmable slip tolerance, inversion correction, CRC, & BTD

• Real-time quality trailer and time stamp annotation

• On-chip cumulative quality accounting and reporting

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the architecture and implementation features of the PIFS
chip, a third generation telemetry processing device under development within the
Data Systems Technology Division at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center . The PIFS
parallel architecture lends itself to modern high density VLSI fabrication processes
offering an unprecedented level of performance versus price for space telemetry frame
synchronization.
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NOMENCLATURE

ASIC Application-specific Integrated Circuit
CCSDS Consultative Committee for Space Data Sys tems
CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
DSTD Data Systems Technology Division
ECL Emitter Coupled Logic
EOS Earth Observing System
FIFO First-In, First-Out
GaAs Gallium Arsenide
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center
Mbps Megabits per second
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NRE Non-Recurring Engineering
PIFS Parallel Integrated Frame Synchronizer
SCLF Search-Check-Lock-Flywheel
VLSI Very Large Scale Integration


